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In this paper, we examine the Iwasawa theory of elliptic cuves E with additive
reduction at an odd prime p. By extending Perrin-Riou’s theory to certain non-
semistable representations, we are able to convert Kato’s zeta-elements into p-adic
L-functions. This allows us to deduce the cotorsion of the Selmer group over the
cyclotomic Zp-extension of Q, and thus prove an inequality in the p-adic Birch and
Swinnerton-Dyer Conjecture at primes p whose square divides the conductor of E.
# 2002 Elsevier Science (USA)Let E be a modular elliptic curve defined over the rationals without
complex multiplication. Recently, Kato has proven deep results concerning
the p-adic version of the Birch, Swinnerton–Dyer Conjecture at primes p
where E is ordinary, i.e. has either good ordinary or multiplicative reduction
over Qp. In this paper, we will show that the analogue of Kato’s results hold
when E is potentially ordinary at p, i.e. has additive reduction over Qp but
attains either good ordinary or multiplicative reduction after taking a
suitable field extension. The main complication in the potentially ordinary
case is to show that Kato’s Euler systems really map to the p-adic
L-function so we focus on this aspect.
Let F %Q be an extension of Q and set GF :¼ Galð %Q=FÞ. The (p-torsion)
Selmer group SelðE=FÞ is defined to be those cohomology classes in
H 1ðGF;Ep1Þ which are everywhere locally trivial, i.e. whose restrictions at all
finite primes of F are zero. Similarly, the Tate–Shafarevich group IIIðE=FÞ
is the set of everywhere locally trivial classes in H1ðGF;EÞ (in particular,
its p-part IIIðE=FÞp1 is the quotient of SelðE=FÞ by the image of
EðFÞ Z Qp=Zp under the Kummer map).
We write F1 for the unique Zp-extension of Q so GalðQðmp1Þ=QÞ ¼
G D where G ¼ GalðF1=QÞ is isomorphic to Zp as topological groups. It is
known [Ma] that the Pontrjagin dual SelðE=F1Þ
^ ¼ HomðSelðE=F1Þ;Qp=ZpÞ
is a compact, finitely generated module over the Iwasawa algebra
Zp[G] :¼ lim Zp½G=Gp
n
. In the 1970s Mazur conjectured that SelðE=F1Þ
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ON THE P-ADIC B, S–D CONJECTURE 39encoded the formulae predicted by Birch and Swinnerton–Dyer for the
Hasse–Weil L-function LðE; sÞ ¼
P
n1 ann
s.
Hypothesis. Either
* E is potentially ordinary at p  5; or
* E is potentially ordinary at p ¼ 3 with semistable reduction over a
quadratic extension of Q3.
It can be deduced from this Hypothesis that there exists a character e of
conductor p such that Frob1p 2 GQp=Ip has unit eigenvalue ‘a’ on the
subspace of H1!etðE %Q;QlÞ  e
1 fixed by the inertia group Ip at any prime
l=p (see text around Definition 2.4). Moreover by [De, Theorems 1,2] there
is a unique element Lanp 2 Zp[G D]½mp;p
1 satisfying for all characters
w=e of p-power conductor
wðLanp Þ ¼
pm
am
Ppm
n¼1 w1eðnÞ expð2pin=pmÞ

LðE; w1; 1Þ
OsignðwÞE
;
where m ¼ ordpðcondðwe1ÞÞ and we consider the right-hand side
p-adically via a fixed embedding of %Q into Qp. Here OþE (resp. O

E )
denote the real (resp. imaginary) period for a N!eron differential
associated to a minimal Weierstrass equation for E over Z. The omitted
special value eðLanp Þ actually involves an extra p-adic multiplier term which
can sometimes vanish.
There are several familiar quantities that appear in the non-semistable p-
adic Birch, Swinnerton–Dyer conjecture which was formulated in [De].
Aside from the Tate–Shafarevich group III, the Mordell–Weil group and the
ubiquitous Tamagawa factors Taml;Q :¼ ½EðQlÞ : E0ðQlÞ, there is the p-adic
regulator term
RegpðE=QÞ :¼ dethPi; Pjip;Q; 1 i; j rankZ EðQÞ;
where the P’s span the free part of EðQÞ. Since the theory of p-adic
heights was developed for the semistable ordinary case we take
h ; ip;Q :¼ ½K :Q
1h ;iSchp;K where K denotes any Galois extension
of Q such that E is semistable at all places above p and
h ; iSchp;K : EðKÞ  EðKÞ ! Qp is Schneider’s p-adic height pairing [Sn1].
The other quantity to appear is the ‘‘‘-invariant’’ which is somehow a by-
product of p-adic interpolation. One way to define it is by
‘pðEÞ :¼
Tamp;Q
p

p2 if ordp jE  0 and IðFpÞ has p-torsion;
1 otherwise;
(
where I denotes the reduction of E over the field Qpðmp1Þ.
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(A) The Iwasawa module SelðE=F1Þ
^ is Zp[G]-torsion.
(B) Let Lalgp denote a generator of the characteristic ideal
of SelðE=F1Þ
^, write ‘k’ for the cyclotomic character at p, and let
s 2 Zp. If IIIðE=QÞp1 is infinite or h ;ip;Q is degenerate we have the
strict inequality
orders¼0ksðLalgp Þ > rE with rE :¼ rankZ EðQÞ:
If IIIðE=QÞp1 is finite and h ;ip;Q is non-degenerate the above is an equality,
and
1
rE!
drE
dsrE
ksðLalgp Þ
 
s¼0
 ‘pðEÞ 
RegpðE=QÞ  #IIIðE=QÞp1 
Q
primes l Taml;Q
#EðQÞ2tors
;
where ‘‘a b’’means that ordp a ¼ ordp b.
(C) The power series Lalgp divides in Zp[G]½mp;p
1 the branch of Lanp
fixed by D.
(D) We have the inequality: orders¼0 ksðLanp Þ  rE.
In the potentially supersingular case (A) is false (indeed SelðE=F1Þ
^ can
often be pseudo-isomorphic to Zp[G] which is free). Clearly, (B) and (C)
together will imply (D). Formulae of the type in (B) were first proven in the
good ordinary case by Perrin-Riou and Schneider and then in the
multiplicative case by Jones.
Example. Consider the modular elliptic curve
E : y2 þ y ¼ x3  21xþ 40;
which has conductor 441 ¼ 32  72, analytic rank 1 and is without CM. At 3
the curve E has potential multiplicative reduction so by our Theorem the
Selmer group over the Z3-extension must be cotorsion. Similarly, E has
potential good ordinary reduction at 7 so the Selmer group over the Z7-
extension is cotorsion too.
1. A LOCAL IWASAWA THEORY FOR NON-SEMISTABLE
REPRESENTATIONS
We begin by recalling from [Fo] some standard facts about p-adic
representations. Fix an odd prime number p. Let V be a finite-dimensional
ON THE P-ADIC B, S–D CONJECTURE 41p-adic representation with a continuous action of GK :¼ Galð %K=KÞ where K
denotes a finite unramified extension of Qp.
The topological field BdR is a discrete valuation field with ring of integers
BþdR, residue field Cp ¼
#%K and filtration given by powers of the maximal
ideal in BþdR. It also has a continuous GK -action, and contains a subring Bcris
equipped with a Frobenius endomorphism j and a filtration induced from
BdR. The functor DdR;K (resp. Dcris;K ) to the category of filtered modules
over K (resp. with a Frobenius operator j) is defined by
DdR;K ðV Þ :¼ ðV  BdRÞ
GK ðresp: Dcris;KðV Þ :¼ ðV  BcrisÞ
GK Þ;
both spaces have decreasing exhaustive filtrations and satisfy
dimK Dcris;KðV Þ  dimK DdR;KðV Þ  dimQp V . If the second inequality is
an equality we say that V is de Rham and if both are equalities then V is
crystalline over K (in this section all tensor products will be over Qp unless
otherwise indicated).
As this article is primarily concerned with non-crystalline representations,
we also need the functor Dpcris determined by
DpcrisðV Þ :¼ lim
!
ðV  BcrisÞ
GK0 ;
where the limit runs over finite algebraic extensions K 0 of K. The filtered
module DpcrisðV Þ is a vector space over the completion of the maximal
unramified extension Knr of K (since BGK0cris ¼ K
0 \ Knr) and has the structure
of a ðj;GK Þ-module.
Let mpn denote the group of p
nth roots of unity in %K. We set Kn :¼ KðmpnÞ
and write Gn for the Galois group GalðKn=KÞ so G1 :¼ lim Gn ﬃ G D.
Definition 1.1. We define the functor Dcycl by
DcyclðV Þ :¼ DpcrisðV Þ
Galð %K=KcyÞ ¼ lim
!
ðV  BcrisÞ
GK00 ;
where the limit runs over finite extensions K 00=K contained in Kcy, the
maximal cyclotomic extension of K.
Thus, DcyclðV Þ is a ðj;G
cy
K Þ-module where G
cy
K :¼ GalðK
cy=KÞ ¼
GalðKnr=KÞ  G1. Moreover, we have the inclusions of #K
nr
-vector spaces
#K
nr
K Dcris;K ðV Þ  DcyclðV Þ  DpcrisðV Þ;
where j acts on #K
nr
via the absolute Frobenius; clearly, if V is crystalline
then all three spaces will coincide.
By construction there exists a least non-negative integer ‘‘dV ’’ dependent
on V such that GalðKðmp1Þ=KdV Þ operates trivially on DcyclðV Þ. Similarly,
DANIEL DELBOURGO42there exists a smallest natural number ‘‘MV ’’ prime to p so that
DcyclðV Þ ¼ #K
nr
KðmMV Þ ðV  BcrisÞ
Galð %K=KdV ðmMV ÞÞ:
We may speak of the action of both G1 and GalðKnr=KÞ on DcyclðV Þ since
GcyK is abelian.
We must study the structure of DcyclðV Þ as a Galois module in order to
extend both the Bloch–Kato pairings and the homomorphisms of Kato–
Tsuji–Kurihara. The following little bit of linear algebra gives us a suitable
description. Ideally, we would like to extend the local theory to the whole of
DpcrisðV Þ and this should be feasible following the much more sophisticated
approach in [Cz].
Lemma 1.2. Assume that V is de Rham, and let n be a non-negative
integer.
(i) For all n dV there is a unique inclusion of G
cy
K -modules
Yn : KnK DcyclðV Þ+ #K
nr
K DdR;Kn ðV Þ
satisfying on8Ynðk ðv bÞÞ ¼ v bk for all k ðv bÞ 2 KnK DcyclðV Þ,
where
on : #K
nr
K DdR;KnðV Þ+V  BdR sends l ðv bÞ to v bl:
(ii) Fix a natural number *M divisible by MV and prime to p. If we set
*Kn :¼ Knðm *M Þ then for all n dV  1
KnK DcyclðV Þ ¼ #K
nr
eK0 c2XðGnþ1Þ ððV  Bcrisðmpn ÞÞGalð %K=fKnþ1ÞÞGnþ1¼c
with the notation XðGÞ denoting the characters of a group G.
Proof. We start by proving (i). Definition 1.1 implies that there exists a
finite cyclotomic extension L=K depending on V such that
DcyclðV Þ ¼ #K
nr
L0 ðV  BcrisÞ
GL ;
where L0 ¼ L\ Knr; since Kn contains KdV we may choose L such that
L\ K1 ¼ Kn. Hence KnK ðV  BcrisÞ
GL equals LL0 ðV  BcrisÞ
GL and
there is a canonical injection
Yyn : LL0 ðV  BcrisÞ
GL+ðV  BdRÞ
GL ¼ LKn DdR;Kn ðV Þ;
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over L0 by #K
nr
, the map Yyn extends by linearity to an injection Yn of
KnK DcyclðV Þ into
#K
nr
L0 ðLKn DdR;Kn ðV ÞÞ ¼ #K
nr
L0 L0K DdR;Kn ðV Þ:
It is a straightforward exercise in linear algebra to verify that on8Yn sends an
element k ðv bÞ to v bk. The uniqueness of Yn then follows
immediately from the injectivity of on (which is itself a consequence of
the inclusion #K
nr
+BdR), and so (i) is proved.
To show that (ii) is true we begin by observing that because K and
QpðmpnÞ are linearly disjoint, tensoring over K by Kn is the same as tensoring
over Qp by Qpðmpn Þ. Consequently, for n 0
KnK DcyclðV Þ ¼ Qpðmpn Þ DcyclðV Þ ¼ lim!
ðV  Bcrisðmpn ÞÞ
GK00 ;
where the limit runs over finite cyclotomic extensions K 00=Kn (note that
BcrisQpðmpn Þ ¼ BcrisðmpnÞ as Bcris contains no ramified algebraic extensions
of Qp). We should also point out that mpn is viewed with a trivial action of
GK , i.e. it is present merely to enable us to decompose the right-hand side.
Choosing n dV  1 clearly gKnþ1 contains KdV ðmMV Þ, and so it follows
from the definition of dV and MV that the space KnK DcyclðV Þ is equal
to #K
nr
eK0 ðV  Bcrisðmpn ÞÞGalð %K=fKnþ1Þ. Finally, this is a GcyK -module over
QpðmpnÞ so it decomposes into a direct sum of its Gnþ1-eigenspaces, which
completes the proof of (ii) and hence the lemma. ]
The maps defined in [PR1,KKT,Cz] are designed to interpolate the
exponential maps of Bloch and Kato [BK] whose definition we now recall.
Tensoring the fundamental exact sequence
0! Qp ! B
j¼1
cris ! BdR=B
þ
dR ! 0
by V and taking continuous GK-cohomology, we have an exponential map
expV ;K : DdR;KðV Þ=Fil
0 ! H1e ðK; V Þ  H
1ðK; V Þ;
where H 1e denotes the image of exp. Since the space H
1ðK; V Þ classifies the
extensions of Qp by V , we write H 1f ðK; V Þ (resp. H
1
g ðK; V Þ) for the subspace
which classifies the crystalline (resp. de Rham) extensions. The dual
exponential map
exp*V ;K :H
1
=gðK; V Þ ! Fil
0DdR;K ðV Þ
DANIEL DELBOURGO44is the unique homomorphism that makes the following diagram:
DdR;K ðV Þ DdR;K ðV * ð1ÞÞ !
½;V ;K
DdR;K ðQpð1ÞÞ !
TrK=Qp
Qp
exp *V ;K
" #expV * ð1Þ;K

H1ðK; V Þ  H 1ðK; V * ð1ÞÞ!
[
H 2ðK;Qpð1ÞÞ!
invK
Qp
commute (the notation H 1=g is used as a shorthand for the quotient of
H 1ðK; V Þ by H 1g ðK; V Þ).
From now on assume that V is de Rham. We need to write down a pairing
between DdR;Kn and Dcycl with which we can express our interpolation
formulae. Identifying DdR;Kn ðQpðjþ 1ÞÞ for j 2 Z with Kn, there is the
natural Gn-pairing
½; V ;j;Kn : DdR;Kn ðV ðjÞÞ DdR;KnðV * ð1ÞÞ ! DdR;Kn ðV ðjÞ  V * ð1ÞÞ ! Kn
which extends to a mapping of Gn  GnrK -modules
½; nrV ;j;Kn : DdR;Kn ðV ðjÞÞ 
#K
nr
K DdR;Kn ðV * ð1ÞÞ ! #K
nr
K Kn
upon tensoring by #K
nr
. On the other hand, for large enough n, we know that
KnK DcyclðV * ð1ÞÞ lies inside of #K
nr
K DdR;Kn ðV * ð1ÞÞ via the inclusion Yn
of Lemma 1.2(i), hence:
Definition 1.3. For n dV there is a G
cy
K -equivariant pairing
½; cyV ;j;Kn : DdR;Kn ðV ðjÞÞ DcyclðV * ð1ÞÞ !
#K
nr
ðmpnÞ
defined by
½dn; d * 
cy
V ;j;Kn :¼ ½dn;Ynð1 d * Þ
nr
V ;j;Kn
for all dn 2 DdR;KnðV ðjÞÞ and d * 2 DcyclðV * ð1ÞÞ.
Let F denote an algebraic extension of Qp with ring of integers OF . Recall
that OF [G] is isomorphic to the power series ring OF [T ] via the map that
sends a topological generator ‘g0’ of G to 1þ T . Because this Iwasawa
algebra is too small to contain p-adic L-functions arising from r-admissible
distributions, for r 2 N we define
HrðT ÞF :¼
X
n0
hnT n 2 F [T ] such that sup
n>0
ðjhnjp=n
rÞ51
( )
:
This is not a ring but we can form one by puttingHðT ÞF :¼
S
rHrðT ÞF and
HðG1ÞF :¼HðT ÞF OF [G] OF [G1]:
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pseudo
F :¼
HðG1ÞF OF [G] FracðOF [G]Þ.
The group of continuous characters XðG1Þ :¼ HomcontðG1;C

p Þ acts
naturally on OF ½G1 and this action extends by linearity and continuity to
OF [G1] and HðG1ÞF . In particular, XðG1Þ contains the pth-cyclotomic
character
k :G1!

Zp ;
which gives the action of the Galois group on mp1 ; let us write i ¼ k
1ð1Þ
for the complex conjugation in G1.
We now fix a generator e ¼ ðzpm Þm of the Tate module Zpð1Þ where the
zpm ’s denote a system of primitive pmth roots of unity satisfying
ðzpmþ1Þ
p ¼ zpm . Let T denote a Galois stable lattice in V .
Theorem 1.4. Assume V is de Rham and Fil0DdR;K ðV * ð1ÞÞ ¼
DdR;KðV * ð1ÞÞ. Then there exists a unique Zp[G1]-homomorphism depending
on V and e
EXP*1 : lim
 
H 1ðKm;TÞ Zp DcyclðV * ð1ÞÞ !HðG1Þ
pseudo
QpðmpdV Þ
such that for all j 0 and all characters w 2 XðG1Þtors of conductor p
m > pdV
kjþ1wðEXP*1ðx1  d * ÞÞ ¼ j!pmj
X
t2Gm
wðitÞztpm

X
s2Gm
w1ðsÞ exp*V ðj1Þ;Km ðx1  e
j1Þsm;j
mðd * Þit
" #cy
V ;ðjþ1Þ;Km
;
where x1 2 lim H1ðKm;TÞ and d * 2 DcyclðV * ð1ÞÞ. If the image of EXP*1 has
any poles then they are simple and lie within XðGdV Þ.
Remark.
(i) If V is crystalline then dV ¼ 0 and DcyclðV * ð1ÞÞ ¼ #K
nr
K
Dcris;K ðV * ð1ÞÞ. It turns out that the restriction of EXP*1 to Dcris;K coincides
with the Zp[G1]-dual of ‘‘OeV * ð1Þ;1’’ in the notation of [PR1].
(ii) The Zp[G1]-module lim H1ðKm;TÞ has the torsion submodule
TGalð
%K=Kðmp1ÞÞ (which is killed by EXP*1). As will become clear in the proof,
the image of EXP*1 will lie inHðG1Þ and not just inHðG1Þ
pseudo assuming
that none of the eigenvalues of j acting on DcyclðV Þ are powers of p.
(iii) Clearly, the interpolation of the maps exp*V ðj1Þ;Km by EXP
*
1
misses those values for which m dV . This is not a serious problem since
DANIEL DELBOURGO46any element ofHrðG1Þ
pseudo is uniquely determined by its special values at
kjþ1w for condðwÞ  0 and 0 j r  1 by [Vi] so we can afford to lose
information at characters of small conductor.
Proof. In contrast to the constructions in [PR1,KKT,Cz], the extension
of the interpolating homomorphisms from Dcris;K to Dcycl is reasonably
straightforward. We know of two methods of proof. One method is to redo
the calculations of [PR1] but to replace the ring Bcris by Bcrisðmp1Þ endowed
with its natural topology (much as Colmez replaces Bcris by ‘‘Bmax’’). The
convergence of the interpolating maps can then be checked directly.
The other method, which we now describe, is 20 pages shorter and is
partly motivated by ideas in [Ru2, Section 6]; there are essentially three
steps. Firstly, using the decomposition in Lemma 1.2(ii) we need to only
consider the eigenspaces of DcyclðV * ð1ÞÞ under the action of G1. Secondly,
we know from the work of Kato–Tsuji–Kurihara [KKT] that there exist
interpolating homomorphisms defined on (twists of) these eigenspaces.
Finally, we show how to ‘‘knit together’’ these twisted maps in order to
obtain a map compatible with the direct limit lim!ðV * ð1Þ  BcrisÞ
GK00 .
Step 1. Fix n dV  1 and write F for the fieldQpðmpn Þ; clearly, we may
consider x1  d * as lying inside of
lim
 
H 1ðKm;TF Þ Zp ðKnK DcyclðV * ð1ÞÞÞ;
where TF denotes the thicker lattice TZp OF . However KnK DcyclðV * ð1ÞÞ
equals #K
nr
eK0 ðV * ð1Þ  BcrisðmpnÞÞGalð %K=fKnþ1Þ by Lemma 1.2(ii), so choosingfK0 ¼ Kðm *MÞ large enough we may assume d * lies in
ðV * ð1Þ  BcrisðmpnÞÞ
Galð %K=fKnþ1Þ. Furthermore, the decomposition of this space
under the action of Gnþ1 means it is sufficient to define EXP*1 as a family of
OF [G1]-homomorphisms
EXP*1 :MðTF ;cÞ !HðG1Þ
pseudo
Qpðmpnþ1 Þ
for each c 2 XðGnþ1Þ, where
MðTF ;cÞ :¼ lim
 
H1ðKm;TF Þ Zp ððV * ð1Þ  Bcrisðmpn ÞÞ
Galð %K=fKnþ1ÞÞGnþ1¼c:
In particular, writing ½d * c for the component of d * on which Gnþ1 acts
through the character c, we need to show that EXP*1ðx1  ½d * cÞ obeys the
same interpolation rules as those stated in the theorem.
We proceed by constructing a map
EXP *1;c :MðTF ;cÞ  c!HðG1ÞF
1
g0  1
 
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the one-dimensional representation over Zp½mpn  associated to c.
Step 2. We now discuss the interpolating maps of Kato–Tsuji–Kurihara
constructed via syntomic methods, or rather we recall their defining
properties. These exist in the situation where the underlying p-adic
representation is de Rham although the maps themselves only have a
description in terms of the ‘‘crystalline part’’ of the representation.
Let Bst be the topological ring defined in [Fo]; it is equipped with a
Frobenius j and a monodromy operator N satisfying N 8 j ¼ pj 8 N (we
identify Bcris with BN¼0st ). The functor Dst;K is then defined by
Dst;K ðW Þ :¼ ðW  BstÞ
GK for any p-adic representation W over F :
Remark. Let VF :¼ TF Zp Qp. We make the important observation
that VF  c is de Rham (as all characters are de Rham), and
Fil0D
dR;eK0 ððVF  cÞ * ð1ÞÞ ¼ DdR;K0e ððVF  cÞ* ð1ÞÞ because tensoring by
finite order characters c does not change the filtration (however tensoring
by the cyclotomic character would shift the filtration).
Consequently, the GeK0 -representation ðVF  cÞ* ð1Þ and its lattice ðTF cÞ* ð1Þ satisfy the conditions of the interpolation of [KKT], so there exist an
Iwasawa algebra homomorphism
fOc :HðG1ÞF F Dst;K0e ððVF  cÞ * ð1ÞÞN¼0
!HðG1ÞF OF [G1] lim 
H1ðfKm; ðTF  cÞ* ð1ÞÞ;
where we have identified G1 with lim GalðfKm=fK0Þ. There is a natural
duality of OF [G1]-modules
lim
 
H 1ðfKm;TF  cÞ  lim
 
H1ðfKm; ðTF  cÞ* ð1ÞÞ ! OF [G1];
fX1  fY1/ X
s2Gm
invmðs1ðfX1Þm [ ðfY1ÞmÞ:s
 !
m
;
which is induced by duality on the finite levels together with the projection
formula. The dual of fOc under this pairing
ðfOcÞ* :HðG1ÞF OF [G1] lim H 1ðfKm;TF  cÞ
!HðG1ÞF F Dst;K0e ðVF  cÞ=NDst;K0e
DANIEL DELBOURGO48will henceforth be interpreted as an OF [G1]-homomorphism
lim
 
H 1ðfKm;TF  cÞ OF Dcris;K0e ððVF  cÞ* ð1ÞÞ !Oce
 
*
FracðHðG1ÞF Þ:
Remark. This map ðfOcÞ * is characterized by its special values
ð$Þ kjþ1Z

ðfOcÞ* ðfX1 fd * Þ ¼ j!pmðjþ1ÞGðZ1; zpm ÞXs2Gm Z1ðsÞ
 ½exp*
ðVFcÞðj1Þ;Kme ðfX1  ej1Þsm;jmðfd * ÞðVFcÞðj1Þ;Kme
for all j 0 and all non-trivial characters Z 2 XðG1Þtors of conductor p
m;
here fd * is an arbitrary element of D
cris;K0e ððVF  cÞ* ð1ÞÞ and GðZ; zpm Þ
denotes the Gauss sum
P
t2Gm ZðtÞz
t
pm .
In fact, ðfOcÞ* might have a simple pole at 1 ifDcris;K0e ððVF  cÞ* ð1ÞÞj¼pi=0
for some i. However if all of the eigenvalues of j acting on the larger space
ðV * ð1Þ  BcrisðmpnÞÞ
Galð %K=Knþ1e Þ lie outside of pZ then this situation can never
occur (cf. Remark(ii)). On the punctured disc XðG1Þ  f1g the function
ðfOcÞ * is holomorphic.
We are now ready to write down the c-twist of EXP*1 on MðTF ;cÞ, i.e.
EXP *1;c. Since GeKm / GKm we have the inflation–restriction exact sequence
0! H 1ðfKm=Km; ðTF  cÞGKme Þ ! H1ðKm;TF  cÞ
!
fresm H 1ðfKm;TF  cÞGalðKme =KmÞ;
where gresm denotes the restriction map. Recalling the definition of MðTF ;cÞ
it follows that
MðTF ;cÞ  cﬃ lim
 
H1ðKm;TF  cÞ Zp ððVF  cÞ* ð1Þ  BcrisÞ
G
K0e ;
so we may now define EXP*1;c :MðTF ;cÞ  c!HðG1ÞF
n
1
g01
o
by
EXP *1;cðX1 fd * Þ :¼ ðfOcÞ* ððlim gresmÞðX1Þfd * Þ
for all X1 2 lim H 1ðKm;TF  cÞ and fd * 2 Dcris;K0e ððVF  cÞ* ð1ÞÞ.
Step 3: The proof of theorem is almost done but the reader must continue
with these formulae a while longer. The key point is that formula ($)
behaves nicely under both twisting and taking restriction maps, so even
though we are only considering special values in terms of the component
MðTF ;cÞ’s, the special values themselves do not depend on each component.
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*
F ð1Þ  BcrisÞ
G
K0e ¼c, it
thus remains to show that EXP*1 :MðTF ;cÞ !HðG1Þ
pseudo
Qpðmpnþ1 Þ
defined for
all w 2 XðG1Þ by
wðEXP*1ðx1  ½d * cÞÞ :¼ wcðEXP
*
1;cððx1  ecÞ  ð½d * c ec1 ÞÞÞ
has the interpolation properties asserted in Theorem 1.4; here ec, ec1
denote bases of OF ðcÞ, OF ðc
1Þ such that ec ec1 equals 1 in OF . Since the
interpolation data is independent of n, F , c and fK0 so is EXP*1 itself.
Indeed a minimal choice of n (i.e. n ¼ maxfdV  1; 0g) will give us the
most information about the special values and poles of EXP*1. For example,
the effect of untwisting our map by c above is to scatter a (hypothetical)
pole of EXP*1;c at 1 to a (hypothetical) pole of EXP
*
1 somewhere in
XðGnþ1Þ. However a minimal choice of n would then imply that any such
pole must lie inside of XðGdV Þ. Similarly, the image of EXP
*
1 "a priori lies in
HðG1Þ
pseudo
Qpðmpnþ1 Þ
but choosing n as small as possible would mean the image is
actually contained in HðG1Þ
pseudo
QpðmpdV Þ
.
We make the following two claims:
(i) If Z ¼ wc has conductor pm then
pm
GðZ1; zpm Þ
¼ GðZ; zpm ÞZðiÞ ¼
X
t2Gm
ðwðitÞztpm ÞcðitÞ:
(ii) If W is a GK -representation over F then for all xm 2 H 1=gðKm;W Þ we
have
exp*
W ;eKm ðgresmxmÞ ¼ exp*W ;Km ðxmÞ:
Deferring their proof for a moment, we now explain how to transform
formula ð$Þ into the formula of Theorem 1.4 in the situation we are
considering, namely
* fX1 ¼ ðlim gresmÞðx1Þ ec;
* fd * ¼ ½d * c ec1 ;
* Z ¼ wc with condðwÞ ¼ condðZÞ ¼ pm > pnþ1.
Making these substitutions and then applying (i) to ð$Þ, we find that
kjþ1wðEXP*1ðx1  ½d * cÞÞ ¼ j!p
mj
X
t2Gm
wðitÞztpm
X
s2Gm
w1ðsÞ
 ½c1ðsÞ exp*
Wc;eKm ðgresmðx1  ej1Þm ecÞs; cðitÞjmð½d * c ec1 ÞWc;
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j 1Þ. After cleaning up the Galois actions, the
term in square brackets becomes
½exp*
W ;eKm ðgresmðx1  ej1ÞmÞs;jmð½d * cÞitW ;eKm
and upon applying (ii) it further simplifies to
½exp*W ;Km ðx1  e
j1Þsm;j
mð½d * cÞ
it
W ;eKm :
This expression almost coincides with the bracketted term in Theorem 1.4,
we just remark that as d * originated in DcyclðV * ð1ÞÞ summing over the
components yieldsX
c2XðGnþ1Þ
½. . . ;jmð½d * cÞ
it
W ;eKm ¼ ½. . . ;jmðd * ÞitW ;eKm
¼ ½. . . ;jmðYmðd * ÞÞ
itnrV ;ðjþ1Þ;Km
¼ ½. . . ;jmðd * ÞitcyV ;ðjþ1Þ;Km
by Lemma 1.2(i) and Definition 1.3, hence
P
c EXP
*
1ðx1  ½d * cÞ has
identical special values to those announced in the statement of the theorem.
Thus, all we have left to do is to give the demonstration of our two claims.
Assertion (i) is a standard identity amongst Gauss sums, so only (ii) deserves
proof. Let xm 2 H1ðKm;W Þ and Wm 2 DdR;Km ðW * ð1ÞÞ. Now as both gresm xm
and Wm are fixed by GalðfKm=KmÞ so is ½exp*
W ;eKmðgresm xmÞ; WmW ; eKm . Conse-quently,
TrKm=Qp ½exp
*
W ;eKm ðgresm xmÞ;WmW ;eKm ¼
Tr eKm=Qp ½exp*W ;eKmðgresm xmÞ; WmW ;eKm
½fKm : Km
¼
inv eKm ðgresm xm [ exp eKm WmÞ
½fKm : Km
by the definition of exp* . On the other hand, expeKm restricted to
DdR;Km ðW * ð1ÞÞ is simply gresm8 expKm whilst inveKm8gresm ¼ ½fKm : KminvKm , sothe above equation becomes
TrKm=Qp ½. . . ; . . . ¼ invKm ðxm [ expKmWmÞ ¼ TrKm=Qp ½exp
*
W ;Km ðxmÞ; WmW ;Km :
Since Wm was an arbitrary element of DdR;Km ðW * ð1ÞÞ,
TrKm=Qp ½exp
*
W ; eKm ðgresm xmÞ  exp*W ;KmðxmÞ;DdR;Km ðW * ð1ÞÞW ;Km ¼ 0
which completes the proof. ]
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For the rest of this article we confine our attention to the situation where
E is an elliptic curve defined over Q, and VpE :¼ TpEZp Qp with TpE
denoting the p-adic Tate-module of E. The action of GQp on VpE is well
known, thanks to Serre [Se]. We use the classification of [FM, Section 11] to
list the possible DpstðVpE * Þ’s where Dpst :¼ lim! Dst;K 0 . This allows us to
determine precisely when DcyclðVpE * Þ is non-trivial in terms of the reduction
type of E=Qp.
For the moment assume that p  5, and if ordp jE  0 then write ‘e’ for
the size of the tame inertia group at p acting on the l-adic realizations [Se,
Section 5.6] so in fact
e ¼
1 if p condE;
12=gcdð12;ordpðdiscEÞÞ if p2jcondE:
(
For u 2 Zp we write Zu :GQp ! GQp=Ip ! Z

p for the unique unramified
character that sends Frobp to u. Similarly, if e 2 and ejp  1 then let
xe :GQp ! me  Z

p be the ramified character defined by xeðgÞ ¼ p
g
e=pe,
g 2 GQp ; here pe is a fixed e
th-root of p.
* If E has split (resp. non-split) multiplicative reduction at p so
ordp jE50 and p exactly divides condE, then GQp acts on VpE via
Z
a1
2
1 k *
0 Z
a1
2
1
0B@
1CA; *=0
where a equals 1 (resp. 1); moreover,
DpstðVpE * Þ ¼ #Q
nr
p e0 #Q
nr
p e1 with jfe0; e1g ¼ fae0;pae1g;
Nfe0; e1g ¼ f0; e0g and fe0; e1g
g ¼ fe0; e1g for all g 2 GQp :
* If E has potential multiplicative reduction at p so ordp jE50 and
p2jcondE, then GQp acts via
x2k *
0 x2
 !
; *=0;
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DpstðVpE * Þ ¼ #Q
nr
p e0
#Q
nr
p e1 with jfe0; e1g ¼ fe0;pe1g;
Nfe0; e1g ¼ f0; e0g and fe0; e1g
g2 ¼ fe0;e1g
for g2 the non-trivial element of GalðQpðp2Þ=QpÞ.
Now assume that ordp jE  0, and if tp 2 Z

p then write ‘‘a’’ for the
unique p-adic unit satisfying tp ¼ aþ p=a.
* If E has good ordinary reduction over at worst a quadratic extension
of Qp and if tp 2 Z

p is the trace of Frobenius at p corresponding to E if
e ¼ 1(resp. to E x2 if e ¼ 2), then GQp acts on VpE via
Z1a x
e1
2 k *
0 Zax
e1
2
 !
;
moreover,
DpstðVpE * Þ ¼ #Q
nr
p e0 #Q
nr
p e1 with jfe0; e1g ¼ fae0;pa
1e1g;
Nfe0; e1g ¼ f0; 0g and fe0; e1g
g2 ¼ fð1Þe1e0; ð1Þ
e1e1g:
* If E has good supersingular reduction over at worst a quadratic
extension of Qp, then VpE is irreducible and
DpstðVpE * Þ ¼ #Q
nr
p e0 #Q
nr
p e1 with jfe0; e1g ¼ fe1;pe0g;
Nfe0; e1g ¼ f0; 0g and fe0; e1g
g2 ¼ fð1Þe1e0; ð1Þ
e1e1g:
However if e > 2 then e 2 f3; 4; 6g by Serre [Se], so either ejp  1 or ejp þ 1.
* If e > 2 and ejp  1 then E achieves good ordinary reduction over an
abelian extension of Qp (in fact over QpðpeÞ). If tp 2 Z

p denotes the trace of
Frobenius on the reduction of E over this extension, then GQp acts on VpE
via
Z1a x
"1
e k *
0 Zax
#1
e
 !
;
moreover,
DpstðVpE * Þ ¼ #Q
nr
p e0 #Q
nr
p e1 with jfe0; e1g ¼ fae0;pa
1e1g;
Nfe0; e1g ¼ f0; 0g and fe0; e1g
ge ¼ fz#1e e0; z
"1
e e1g;
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satisfying pgee ¼ zepe.
* If e > 2 and ejp þ 1 then E achieves good supersingular reduction
over the (non-abelian) extension QpðpeÞ. Here VpE is an irreducible GQp -
module and DpstðVpE * Þ ¼ #Q
nr
p L0 Dst;LðVpE * Þ where L ¼ Qpðme;peÞ is
Galois over Qp and L0 ¼ QpðmeÞ. In fact, writing GalðL=QpÞ ¼ hfirhgei
with f denoting the element ze/f z
p
e ¼ z
1
e , we have
Dst;LðVpE * Þ ¼ L0e0 L0e1 with jfe0; e1g ¼ fe1;pe0g;
Nfe0; e1g ¼ f0; 0g; fe0; e1g
f ¼ fe0; e1g and fe0; e1g
ge ¼ fzee0; z
1
e e1g:
Note that none of the above cases can be transformed into each other by
twisting VpE, except for the first two which can be interchanged upon taking
ramified quadratic twists.
By now the reader may be wondering why E is never potentially
supersingular if e > 2, ejp  1, or why E is never potentially ordinary if e > 2,
ejp þ 1. We are grateful to M. Volkov for pointing out the following reason
to us.
Lemma 2.1. Assume that E has potential good reduction at p  5 and
that e > 2.
Then E is potentially ordinary at p if and only if e divides p  1.
Proof. It was shown in [De] that ejp  1 is equivalent to E possessing
good reduction over an abelian extension of Qp (and thus over Qpðmp1Þ).
Assuming for the moment that this is the case, the action of Frobenius and
ge on the l-adic realizations must commute with each other, hence the
characteristic polynomial of Frobenius X 2  tpX þ p splits over Qp. Now
Hasse’s estimate that jtp j152
ﬃﬃﬃ
p
p
together with p  5 implies that E is
potentially supersingular precisely when tp ¼ 0. However X 2  p is
Eisenstein, so tp=0 and E is potentially ordinary.
On the other hand, if ejp þ 1 and e 2 f3; 4; 6g then fgef
1 ¼ g1e as hgei is
normal in GalðQpðme;peÞ=QpÞ, hence if we pick an eigenbasis for ge in
VlEZl Ql ðl=pÞ then Frobenius will swap the eigenspaces, so tp ¼ 0 as
required.
Remark. If p ¼ 3 then there are two complications; firstly, the
analogue of Lemma 2.1 is false, and secondly the tame inertia group
in [Se] can sometimes be isomorphic to Z=3rZ=4 which is
non-abelian. However, if we stick to our Hypothesis then we avoid both
these problems.
Corollary 2.2. Assume that E satisfies the Hypothesis.
DANIEL DELBOURGO54Then Dcris;Qp ðVpE * Þ ¼ 0 but
DcyclðVpE * Þ ¼ DpcrisðVpE * Þ ¼
#Q
nr
p e0
#Q
nr
p e1 if ordp jE  0;
#Q
nr
p e0 if ordp jE50;
8><>:
where je0 ¼ ae0 with e
ge
0 ¼ z
#1
e e0 if ordp jE  0 and e
g2
0 ¼ e0 if ordp jE50.
Proof. We simply use the fact that
Dcycl ¼ ðD
GalðQp=Q
ab
p Þ
pst Þ
N¼0
and check through the above list of possible DpstðVpE * Þ’s case
by case.
We now suppose that E is modular, i.e. LðE; sÞ is the Mellin transform of a
newform of weight 2, trivial character and level equal to the conductor of E.
The following deep result of Kato [Ka3, Theorem 9.6] is the key to the proof
that SelðE=F1Þ is cotorsion over Zp[G]. Let R denote the set of square-free
integers prime to p and to S.
Kato’s Theorem. There exist elements cr 2 H1ðQðmrÞ; TpEÞ where
r ¼ r0pm, r0 2 R which satisfy for all primes l not in S  fpg
coresQðmrlÞ=QðmrÞcrl ¼
ð1 all1Frob
1
l þ l
1Frob2l Þ  cr if l is prime to r;
cr if l divides r:
8<:
Moreover for any character w 2 XðGmÞ we have
X
s2Gm
w1ðsÞ exp*VpE;mc
s
pm ¼ C
signðwÞ
E
LðE; w1; 1Þ
OsignðwÞE
oE with CþE ;C

E 2 Q
;
where oE is a normalized N !eron differential on E and O#E :¼
R
EðCÞ# oE.
These elements are constructed from Beilinson elements in the
K2-theory of YZp Zp½mpm  where Y denotes the modular curve
Y ðr0 condEÞ. The crucial step in showing that exp*VpE really sends
these elements to their corresponding L-values is a generalized explicit
reciprocity law, which can be deduced more easily in the case where
p does not divide condE because the compactified curve Y ¼ Y[ fcuspsg
is smooth over Zp (see [Sc, Section 3] for a discussion). Of course,
it is the other case that interests us and the full results of [Ka1] are needed
there.
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Then there exists a continuous Zp[G1]-homomorphism
L : lim
 
H 1=f ðQpðmpm Þ; TpEÞ ! Zp[G1]½mp;
which sends locpðcpmÞ
#
m to C
#
E :ðL
an
p Þ
# (for a finite extension K=Qp we identify
H 1=f ðK; TpEÞ with the quotient of H
1ðK; TpEÞ by the p-adic completion of
EðKÞ).
Proof. The map L will essentially be EXP*1 of Theorem 1.4, but we
must first choose our bases correctly to ensure that ðcpm Þm maps to the p-
adic L-function described in the Introduction; we will also need to make
certain that the image of L is p-integral. Now by Corollary 2.2 one can
always find an element e0 2 DcyclðVpE * Þ such that je0 ¼ ae0 with a 2 Z

p .
Multiplying by a suitable scalar, we may assume that ½oE; e0cy ¼ 1 where we
view oE as lying in H 1dRðEÞ Q Qp ﬃ DdRðVpEÞ. Note that e0 pairs non-
trivially with oE because VpE is non-split as a GQp -module.
As the only ramified Galois action on e0 factors through GalðQpðpeÞ=QpÞ
if ordp jE  0 (resp. through GalðQpðp2Þ=QpÞ if ordp jE50), clearly G1
acts on e0 via a ramified character of order e (resp. a ramified quadratic
character). We recall from [De, Section 1.3] that there exists a unique
character ‘e’ of D such that:
(i) the p-part of the conductor of the l-adic system fVlE *Ql Qlðe
1Þgl
is at most p;
(ii) ðX  aÞ divides into det

X  Frob1p jðVlE * Ql Qlðe
1ÞÞIp

for any
l=p.
Since the VlE * ’s form a compatible system and e0 is a j-eigenvector for a, it
follows that et0 ¼ e
1ðtÞe0 for all t 2 G1.
Definition 2.4. Putting V ¼ VpEð1Þ and ensuring that e ¼ ðzpm Þm is the
image of ðexpð2pi=pmÞÞm under our embedding of %Q into Qp, we define the
map L by
Lðx1Þ :¼ Tw8EXP
*
1ððx1  eÞ  e0Þ for all x1 2 lim
 
H1ðQpðmpm Þ; TpEÞ;
where ‘‘Tw’’ denotes the operator on HðG1Þ which extends the map
g/kðgÞg, g 2 G1 by linearity and continuity.
Firstly, to prove that L sends Kato’s Euler systems to the p-adic L-
function it is enough to show that wðL
8
locpðcpm ÞmÞ ¼ C
#
E :wðL
an
p Þ for all
w 2 XðG1Þtors, wðiÞ ¼ #1 of conductor p
m > pdVpE ¼ p. The reason for this is
that Lanp lies in Zp[G1]½mp;p
1 and so is uniquely determined by these
DANIEL DELBOURGO56special twists. Now applying the special value formulae of Theorem 1.4 to
Definition 2.4, we find that
wðLðx1ÞÞ ¼
X
t2Gm
wðitÞztpm
X
s2Gm
w1ðsÞ exp*VpE;mðx1Þ
s
m;j
mðe0Þ
it
" #cy
VpE
¼
X
t2Gm
we1ðitÞamztpm
X
s2Gm
w1ðsÞ exp*VpE;mðx1Þ
s
m; e0
" #cy
VpE
:
If x1 ¼ locpðcpm Þm then using Kato’s Theorem along with the formula for
wðLanp Þ given in the Introduction, the result follows easily.
It remains to prove that ImðLÞ  Zp[G1]½mp, i.e. Lðx1Þm 2 Zp½mp;Gm
for all m. If condðwÞ ¼ pm, m 2 then the preceding formula implies
wðLðx1ÞÞ equals
X
t2Gm
we1ðitÞamztpm
 !
 w
X
s2Gm
s1 Exp*E ðx1Þ
s
m
 !
;
where Exp*E ðxÞ :¼ ½exp
*
VpE x; e0
cy
VpE; the left-hand term is the ‘‘p-adic multi-
plier’’.
Remark. Because we chose ½oE; e0
cy
VpE ¼ 1 we can identify Exp
*
E
with the dual of the Lie group exponential map:
(tangent space of E=KÞ!
ExpE
EðKÞ Qp upon fixing the dual basis o*E of
oE for the tangent space. The author apologizes for mixing together exp,
EXP*1, exp
*
VpE, Exp
*
E and ExpE all on the same page.
Pick any finite integral extension O of Zp over which E becomes
semistable. The trick is to show that the coefficients in the p-adic multiplier
term are represented by some trace-compatible family fFngn2N associated to
the formal group of E over O via the work of Coleman [Co] and others (an
argument for the semistable ordinary case was given in [Ru1, Proposition
A.2]).
Now the formal group of E=O has height one under our Hypothesis and it
becomes isomorphic (over #O
nr
) to the multiplicative group Gm, so there
exists X 2 #O
nr
[T ] with X :Gm!

the formal group of E=O. For n 2 N define
Fn :¼ anX0ð0Þ logpð1þ Gbðzpn  1ÞÞ;
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nr
[T ] associated to the
uniformizer b ¼ p=a (see [dS, Section 1]), so in fact
logpð1þ GbðT ÞÞ ¼ X
0ð0Þ1
X
d2D
b
b 1
þ
X
k0
ð1þ T Þp
k
 1
bk
 !d
:
One easily checks by hand that for all n m 2:
* TrQpðmpn Þ=Qpðmpm Þ Fn ¼ Fm,
* wð
P
t2Gn it signðeÞe
1ðtÞFtnÞ equals
P
t2Gm we
1ðitÞamztpm for all char-
acters w of conductor pm.
Consequently, Lðx1Þ is represented in QpðmpÞ½Gn byX
t2Gn
it signðeÞe1ðtÞFtn
 !

X
s2Gn
s1  Exp*E ðx1Þ
s
n
 !
and then using the decomposition Gn ¼ D G=Gp
n1
on both summations,
this may be rewritten as
ð$$Þ i signðeÞ
X
dt;ds2D
e1ðdtÞ  dtd
1
s
X
g2G=Gp
n1
X
g2G=Gp
n1
ðFgdtn Exp
*
E ðx1Þ
ds
n Þ
g  g:
Let ‘‘LogE’’ denote the logarithm map on the formal group of E=O extended
linearly to the whole of E; since LogE8XðT Þ ¼ X
0ð0Þ logpð1þ T Þ we
immediately deduce that Fn lies in ImðLogEÞ
GQp ðmpn Þ. On the other hand,
we are free to choose O as small as possible providing E has a semistable
model over specðOÞ, so we take ½O :Zp ¼ e if ordp jE  0 (resp. ½O : Zp ¼ 2
if ordp jE50) and O Zp½mpn  for n as above. It follows that LogE is fixed
by GQpðmpn Þ because O is, so Fn actually lies in LogEðEðQpðmpnÞÞÞ.
Tate local duality implies that H1=f ðQpðmpnÞ; VpEÞ ﬃ HomðEðQpðmpnÞÞ;QpÞ
and also H 1=f ðQpðmpn Þ; TpEÞ ﬃ HomðEðQpðmpn ÞÞ;ZpÞ. Under these dualities a
1-cocycle x 2 H 1=f ðQpðmpnÞ; VpEÞ is represented by the map
P/
X
d2D
X
g2G=Gp
n1
ðLogEðP Þ Exp
*
E ðxÞÞ
gd 2 Qp:
Now choosing P so that LogEðP Þ ¼ F
gdt
n , the map
P/
X
d2D
X
g2G=Gp
n1
ðFgdtn Exp
*
E ðx1Þ
ds
n Þ
gd 2 Zp
represents the 1-cocycle ðx1Þ
ds
n 2 H
1
=f ðQpðmpnÞ; TpEÞ. In particular, we may
deduce that
P
g2G=Gp
n1 ðFgdtn Exp
*
E ðx1Þ
ds
n Þ
g is p-integral, hence formula ð$$Þ
implies Lðx1Þ is actually represented by an element of Zp½mp;Gn.
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 (resp. Zp½mp;G1) as
they are the image of all the other Lðx1Þn’s under transition maps.
3. GLOBAL IWASAWA THEORY AND p-ADIC REGULATORS
The technical part of this paper is done and we are ready to give the proof
of the Theorem. Recall that F1 was the Zp-extension of Q and set
Fm :¼ FG
pm
1 , m 2 N0. Building on earlier works of Kolyvagin and Thaine,
Kato [Ka2], Rubin [Ru2] and Perrin-Riou [PR2] have shown (indepen-
dently) that given ‘‘nice’’ Euler systems the appropriate second cohomology
groups for the layers Fm can be bounded, provided that the image of Galois
in the p-adic representation is large enough.
Proof of Theorem (A), (C). From now on assume that E has no complex
multiplication. If rE;p :GQ ! GL2ðZpÞ gives the Galois action on TpE then,
by a theorem of Serre [Se], rE;pðGQÞ is open in GL2ðZpÞ and thus of finite
index. It follows that
* VpE is an irreducible Qp½GF1-module;
* there exists g 2 rE;pðGQÞ \ SL2ðZpÞ such that
rankZp ðTpE=ðg 1Þ: TpEÞ ¼ 1, e.g., take g to be of the form
1 *
0 1
 !
; *=0:
Now Rohrlich’s Theorem [Ro] implies that the values LðE; w1; 1Þ are non-
zero for almost all w 2 XðGÞtors, so applying Proposition 2.3 we see that
* the element
ðcpm Þ
D
m :¼
1
p  1
TrDðcpmÞm
is not Zp[G]-torsion.
Let S be a fixed set of rational primes which includes the primes where E has
bad reduction (so our Hypothesis means that p 2 S). We write S1 for the
places of F1 lying over S and, in particular, p denotes the unique prime
lying over p. Together the three facts listed above mean that the conditions
of [Ka2,Ru2,PR2] are met, so consequently
H20;SðTpEÞ :¼ Ker

lim
 
H 2ðQS=Fm; TpEÞ!
res

n2S1
lim
 
H2ðFm;n; TpEÞ

is torsion over Zp[G] where QS denotes the maximal algebraic extension of
Q unramified outside S [ f1g. If we define H1SðTpEÞ to be the projective
ON THE P-ADIC B, S–D CONJECTURE 59limit of the H1ðQS=Fm; TpEÞ’s, then it follows from a global Euler
characteristic calculation that
rankZp[G] H
1
SðTpEÞ ¼ rankZp[G] H
2
0;SðTpEÞ þ 1
so in fact this rank must be 1. As we shall see below, the modules H1SðTpEÞ
and H20;SðTpEÞ are linked together via Poitou–Tate duality.
Recall that the structure theorem for finitely generated, torsion Zp[G]-
modules states that any such module is pseudo-isomorphic (i.e. isomorphic
up to finite kernel/cokernel) to a Zp[G]-module of the form

i
Z=pmiZ
j
Zp[G]=ðFjÞ
nj where Fj is irreducible and distinguished;
its characteristic ideal is generated by
Q
i p
mi 
Q
j F
nj
j which is uniquely
determined up to an element of Zp[G]

.
Again the results of [Ka2,Ru2,PR2] allow us to compare the Zp[G]-
structure of H20;SðTpEÞ and H
1
SðTpEÞ in terms of Kato’s Euler systems, in fact
char:idealZp[G]ðH
2
0;SðTpEÞÞ
pm $ char:idealZp[G]ðH
1
SðTpEÞ=Zp[G]:ðcpm Þ
D
mÞ;
where pm 2 pN0 depends on the image of the Galois group in AutðTpEÞ. For
example if rE;p is surjective (so Ep is irreducible) then we may take m ¼ 0.
Unfortunately, in the additive reduction case there are infinitely many
examples with CokerðrE;pÞ non-trivial.
Writing out the Cassels–Poitou–Tate sequence over Fm (see for example
[Mi, Theorem 4.10]) and taking the projective limit over m, we obtain the
long exact sequence
0 ! CðE=F1Þ ! H
1
SðTpEÞ!
locp
lim
 
H1=f ðFm;p; TpEÞ
! SelðE=F1Þ
^ ! H20;SðTpEÞ ! 0;
where CðE=F1Þ :¼ lim H 1f ðFm; TpEÞ is the compact Selmer group over F1
(the H 1=f ðFm;n; TpEÞ terms do not occur in the limit if n p because their order is
bounded above).
Now rankZp[G] lim H
1
=f ðFm;p; TpEÞ ¼ corankZp[G] EðF1;pÞ Qp=Zp
which is 1 by [CG, Proposition 4.9(iii)] as the formal group of E=Zp has
stable height one. Moreover, composing the localization map at p with our
homomorphism L embeds the free part of H1SðTpEÞ into Zp[G]½mp whilst
killing off the torsion part; in particular, CðE=F1Þ  KerðL8locpÞ must be
torsion. On the other hand, from [De, Section 2.3] we have an inclusion
CðE=F1Þ+HomZp[G]ðSelðE=F1Þ
^;Zp[G]Þ
%;
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The module on the right is Zp[G]-free since SelðE=F1Þ
^ is finitely
generated, so CðE=F1Þ sits inside a free module. There is only one possible
outcome: the compact Selmer group is zero.
Thus computing Zp[G]-ranks along the Cassels–Poitou–Tate long exact
sequence we immediately deduce that SelðE=F1Þ is cotorsion; furthermore,
Zp[G]½mp  L
alg
p contains p
mL
8
locpðcpm Þ
D
m ¼ p
mCþE ðL
an
p Þ
D;
which is enough to prove Theorem (A), (C).
Remark. In a forthcoming paper we will show that the order at p of the
fudge-factor pmjCþE j
1
p can be bounded independently of the elliptic curve E.
As already mentioned in the Introduction, Theorem (B), (C) implies (D)
since we would then have
orders¼0ksðLanp Þ 
by ðCÞ
orders¼0ksðLalgp Þ 
by ðBÞ
rE ¼ rankZ EðQÞ:
We devote the rest of this article to the demonstration of part (B). The
special case where LðE; 1Þ=0 was proved in [De] by applying the results of
Kolyvagin [Ko] on the finiteness of EðQÞ and IIIðE=QÞ. The case where E
has potential multiplicative reduction at p but is defined over a general
number field was proved by Jones [Jo3] under the assumption that the
corresponding Selmer group was cotorsion.
Proof of (B). To begin with we know that for s 2 Zp the algebraic p-adic
L-function ksðLalgp Þ ¼
P
n0 Ans
n has a zero at s ¼ 0 of order at least
dimQp QpZp ðSelðE=F1Þ
^ÞG ¼ corankZp SelðE=F1Þ
G;
which is greater than or equal to rankZ EðQÞ since the restriction map
SelðE=QÞ ! SelðE=F1Þ
G has finite kernel and cokernel (see [De, Section
2.2]); in particular, An ¼ 0 for all n5rE. Moreover if IIIðE=QÞp1 is a finite p-
group (in other words the Zp-corank of SelðE=F1Þ
G equals rE) and the
natural map
ðSelðE=F1Þ
^ÞG ! ðSelðE=F1Þ
^ÞG
has finite kernel and cokernel, then ksðLalgp Þ has exact order rE at s ¼ 0. Since
SelðE=F1Þ
^ is torsion the second condition is equivalent to SelðE=F1Þ
^
having a semisimple Zp[G]-structure at g0  1, i.e. not having any pseudo-
summands of the form Zp[G]=ðg0  1Þ
njZp[G] with nj  2. Without this
semisimplicity condition the p-adic height pairing will degenerate and ArE
will be zero.
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number field K let E denote the N!eron model of E over the ring of
integers OK, and write E
0 for the connected component containing
the identity. There is a short exact sequence of sheaves for the fpqf site
over OK
0! E0 ! E!T! 0;
whereT=OK denotes the group of connected components of E over specðOKÞ,
so at a prime n of K we have #TðOKn Þ ¼ ½EðOKn Þ : E
0ðOKn Þ ¼ Tamn;K.
For a ring R the flat cohomology of specðRÞ will be written as HiðR; Þ,
for a closed point P 2 specðRÞ relative flat cohomology will be
denoted by HiPðR; Þ, and finally H
iðR0=R; Þ means equivariant
cohomology for ring extensions R0=R}see the appendix of [Sn2] for
further details.
We start by making a sensible choice of number field K such that E is
semistable at all places of K above p. Under our Hypothesis we may choose
K Qðmp1Þ so that if ordp jE  0 then ½K :Q ¼ e (resp. if ordp jE50 then
½K :Q ¼ 2); in particular there is only one prime, np say, of K lying over p.
We write K1 ¼ K:F1 for the cyclotomic Zp-extension of K and set
G0 :¼ GalðK1=KÞ.
Remark. Before we can begin the computation of the p-adic
regulator RegpðE=QÞ we must first check that the height pairing
h ; iSchp;K : EðKÞ  EðKÞ ! Qp is defined. This amounts to verifying that the
group of universal norms
N1EðKnp Þ :¼
\
K1;np =L=Knp
NormL=Knp EðLÞ
has finite index in EðKnp Þ. If E has good reduction over Knp then Mazur [Ma]
proved that ½EðKnp Þ : N1EðKnp Þ equals the square of the p-torsion in the
reduction of E over Knp (which is finite), and if E has non-split multiplicative
reduction over Knp then Nasybullin [Na] showed that this index is trivial.
Lastly, if E has split multiplicative reduction over Knp then we have the
decomposition
EðKnp Þ=N1EðKnp Þ ﬃ EðQpÞ=N1EðQpÞ  ðECKÞðQpÞ=N1ðECKÞðQpÞ;
where CK is the quadratic character corresponding to K=Q (in particular
ECK has split multiplicative reduction over Qp). The middle group is
zero as it is sandwiched between two p-groups which are translates of each
other by a group of size 2, hence it is enough to show the finiteness of
½ðECKÞðQpÞ : N1ðECKÞðQpÞ. But this is equivalent to the non-
DANIEL DELBOURGO62triviality of logpðqÞ where ‘q’ denotes the Tate period of ECK, and so
follows from the theorem of [St !E].
In fact, the Mazur–Tate canonical height pairing would do just
as well as Schneider’s analytic height pairing as they coincide. We
shall need a third characterization of the height in terms of flat
cohomology, which was found by Schneider and then developed by
Jones. Since ½K :Q is prime to p, restriction from GK to GQ induces
isomorphisms
SelðE=QÞ!

SelðE=KÞhti and SelðE=F1Þ!

SelðE=K1Þ
hti;
where t generates GalðK=QÞ ﬃ GalðK1=F1Þ. On the other hand,
SelðE=K1Þ ﬃ ImðH1ðOK1 ;E
0
p1Þ ! H
1ðOK1 ;Ep1ÞÞ is pseudo-isomorphic to
SK1 :¼ Im

H 1ðOK1 ;E
0
p1Þ ! H
1ðOK1  fn1;pg;E
0
p1Þ

with n1;p the unique prime of K1 lying over np and p. Consequently,
the Pontrjagin duals of SelðE=F1Þ and SF1 ¼S
hti
K1
share the
same characteristic ideal so we may use the latter group for our
calculations.
It was shown in [Sn3,Jo2] that h ; iSchp;K equalled logpkðg0Þ:h ;ig0
where the pairing h ;ig0 can be computed anticlockwise using the
diagramFIG. 1.
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1
np ðOK1Þ) denotes the image of H
1
np ðOK1 ;E
0
p1ÞG0
in H2ðOK1=OK;E
0
p1Þ (resp. in H
1ðOK1 ;E
0
p1ÞG0 ) via the set-up
H1np ðOK1 ;E
0
p1ÞG0
ð$$$Þ #
0! H 1ðOK1 ;E
0
p1ÞG0!
b
H2ðOK1=OK;E
0
p1Þ ! H
2ðOK1 ;E
0
p1Þ
G0 ! 0
with the bottom row exact; in particular, this defines the map b and thus
its dual #b. The homomorphism y comes from sending H2ðOK;E0p1Þ !
H 2ðOK1=OK;E
0
p1Þ then quotienting by H
1
np ðOK1=OKÞ, and the last equality
in the first column follows from the G0-cohomology of the sequence
H 1np ðOK1 ;E
0
p1Þ ! H
1ðOK1 ;E
0
p1Þ! SK1 and the fact that the p-cohomolo-
gical dimension of G0 is one.
We now explain the top left and top right arrows in Fig. 1. To start with
‘k’ is the left-hand map in the Kummer exact sequence
0! E0ðOKÞ  Zp!
k
H 1ðOK; TpEÞ ! TpðIIIðE=KÞÞ ! 0;
if IIIðE=KÞp1 were finite then the right-hand group would be zero.
McCallum’s duality theorems [Mc] give isomorphisms
HiðOK; TpEÞ ﬃ H 3iðOK;Ep1Þ
^, so composing with the dual of the natural
map f :H 2ðOK;E0p1Þ ! H
2ðOK;Ep1Þ we get
E0ðOKÞ  Zp!
k
H1ðOK; TpEÞ ﬃ H2ðOK;Ep1Þ
^!
#f
H2ðOK;E0p1Þ
^:
In [Sn3] Schneider has identified HomZp ðH
1ðOK; TpEÞ;ZpÞ with the quotient
of H 1ðOK;E0p1Þ
^ by its torsion subgroup. If ‘h’ denotes this isomorphism
then we obtain the sequence\
ðH 1ðOK;E0p1Þ
^Þ=tors!
h
HomZp ðH
1ðOK; TpEÞ;ZpÞ
!
k&
HomZp ðE
0ðOKÞ  Zp;ZpÞ:
The homomorphism i is the canonical map from H1ðOK;E0p1Þ to the Selmer
group SK ¼ ImðH 1ðOK;E0p1Þ ! H
1ðOK  fnpg;E0p1ÞÞ, and res1 is the dual
of the restriction map SK!
res1
SG
0
K1
¼ H0ðG0;SK1Þ.
Finally, the horizontal arrow is the natural map from the G0-invariants of
ðSK1Þ
^ to its G0-coinvariants, i.e. it is the dual homomorphism to
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G0!
g
ðSK1ÞG0 . All the maps in Fig. 1 have finite kernels and cokernels,
except maybe #g and #b (the latter is at least surjective).
Remark. When dealing with abelian varieties of higher dimension, in the
top left entry of our diagram we should actually write the connected
component of the N!eron model associated to the dual abelian variety,
but in the dimension one case this is the same. Similarly, in the higher-
dimensional situation McCallum’s duality theorems relate the abelian
variety with its dual abelian variety (to which it may be isogenous
but not equal).
In order to evaluate h ;ip;Q :¼ logp kðg0Þ½K :Q
1h ; ig0 jEðQÞEðQÞ we
need to isolate that part of the diagram in Fig. 1 which is fixed by t, namely
its ‘‘Q-rational subdiagram’’. From now on we assume that
* The p-part of IIIðE=QÞ is a finite p-group.
* The cohomological height pairing h ; ig0 is non-degenerate on
E0ðZÞ  E0ðZÞ.
As already discussed, together these assumptions are equivalent to the non-
triviality of ArE . Let %E denote the sheaf which is the image of multiplication
by pn on E (for large enough n this stabilizes), so we have a short exact
sequence for the fpqf site
0! Epn ! E!
It follows easily from its definition that IIIðE=KÞpn sits inside the exact
sequence 0! %EðOKÞ=pn ! H 1ðOK;EpnÞ ! IIIðE=KÞpn ! 0, so taking hti-
cohomology of this and observing that H1ðhti; %EðOKÞ=pnÞ ¼ 0 (as t
has prime-to-p order) we deduce that ðIIIðE=KÞpnÞ
hti ﬃ
H 1ðOK;EpnÞ
hti=ð %EðOKÞ=pnÞ
hti. The right-hand side coincides with
IIIðE=QÞpn , so in particular
TpðIIIðE=KÞÞ
hti ﬃ TpðIIIðE=QÞÞ ¼ 0
by the finiteness of IIIðE=QÞp1 . Recalling the Kummer exact sequence
from earlier, the t-invariant part of it then yields isomorphisms
E0ðZÞ  Zpﬃby k H 1ðZ; TpEÞ and
ðH1ðZ;E0p1Þ
^Þ=tors ¼
by h
HomZp ðH
1ðZ; TpEÞ;ZpÞ ﬃ
by k *
HomZp ðE
0ðZÞ  Zp;ZpÞ:
We claim that the non-degeneracy assumption on h ;ig0 implies that:
(i) #H2ðOF1 ;E
0
p1Þ
G ¼ #ðlim Ep1ðFG
pm
1 ÞÞG;
(ii) H 2ðOF1 ;E
0
p1ÞG ¼ 0.
ON THE P-ADIC B, S–D CONJECTURE 65We omit the proof of these two claims as it is identical to that of [Sn3,
Proposition 8; Jo1, Theorem 2.1]. Combining these facts with a theorem of
Imai [Im] which states that EðF1Þ has finite p-torsion, clearly H 2ðOF1 ;E
0
p1Þ
is trivial. Thus the component of diagram ð$$$Þ fixed under hti has the
form
H1pðOF1 ;E
0
p1ÞG
#
0 ! H 1ðOF1 ;E
0
p1ÞG !
b
H 2ðOF1=Z;E
0
p1Þ ! H
2ðOF1 ;E
0
p1Þ
G ¼ 0;
the exactness of the bottom row meaning both H1ðOF1 ;E
0
p1ÞG ¼
H 2ðOF1=Z;E
0
p1Þ and hence
#b :

H 2ðOF1=Z;E
0
p1Þ=H
1
pðOF1=ZÞ
^
!


H 1ðOF1 ;E
0
p1ÞG=H
1
pðOF1Þ
^
:
Remark. Since the Zp½t-modules we are dealing with decompose
semisimply into t-eigenspaces, taking t-invariants is exactly the same thing
as taking t-coinvariants i.e. for any such module X we have
X hti ¼ X=ðt 1ÞX .
Consequently, we discover that H1ðG0;SK1Þ
^hti ¼ H 1ðG0;ShtiK1 Þ
^ ¼
H 1ðG;SF1Þ
^ and similarly H 0ðG0;SK1Þ
^hti ¼ H0ðG;SF1Þ
^. In fact, the
effect of the maps #b and #y on the Q-rational components can be neatly
summarized in the commutative diagram
H 2ðZ;E0p1Þ
^ + H 2ðOK;E0p1Þ
^
" " #y
ðH 2ðOF1=Z;E
0
p1Þ=H
1
pðOF1=ZÞÞ
^ + ðH2ðOK1=OK;E
0
p1Þ=H
1
np ðOK1=OKÞÞ
^
jj # #b
ðH 1ðOF1 ;E
0
p1ÞG=H
1
pðOF1ÞÞ
^ + ðH1ðOK1 ;E
0
p1ÞG0=H
1
np ðOK1ÞÞ
^
jj
H 1ðG;SF1Þ
^ :
It is now time to piece these strands together and compute the
p-adic regulator. The advantage of assuming that h ;ig0 was non-
degenerate on the Q-rational part (in tandem with Imai’s theorem) means
that we can evaluate RegpðE=QÞ with the aid of the much simpler
subdiagram
FIG. 2.
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abelian groups then we write fdiv :Mdiv ! Ndiv for the induced map on the
divisible parts of M and N . A diagram chase around Fig. 2 produces the
equivalence
det

h ;ig0 jEðQÞEðQÞ


#KerðidivÞ#Kerððres1ÞdivÞ#KerðgdivÞ#KerðfdivÞ
#KerðydivÞ½EðQÞ=tors : E
0ðZÞ=tors
2
;
where these kernels are comprised of Q-rational, divisible elements.
We would like to relate our equation to the kernel and cokernel of g
as these are closely connected to the leading term of the algebraic
L-function.
Writing HiðZ;E0p1Þ=div for the quotient of H
iðZ;E0p1Þ by its maximal
divisible subgroup, we reinterpret the above to give us
det

h ;ig0 jEðQÞEðQÞ


#KerðiÞ
#H1ðZ;E0p1Þ=div
#Kerðres1Þ
#Cokerðres1Þ
#KerðgÞ
#CokerðgÞ

#KerðyÞ
#CokerðyÞ#H2ðZ;E0p1Þ=div
 !1
#KerðfdivÞ
½EðQÞ=tors : E
0ðZÞ=tors
2
:
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rEdetðh ;iSchp;KjEðQÞEðQÞÞ
and this is p-adically equivalent to ðlogpkðg0ÞÞ
rEdetðh ; ig0 jEðQÞEðQÞÞ
since ½K :Q  1; incorporating this fact and rearranging terms, it
follows that
ðlogpkðg0ÞÞ
rE #KerðgÞ
#CokerðgÞ
 ‘pðEÞ 
RegpðE=QÞ
Q2
i¼0 #H
iðZ;E0p1Þ
ð1Þiþ1
=div
#KerðfdivÞj½EðQÞ=tors : E
0ðZÞ=torsj
2
p
;
where ‘pðEÞ :¼
#Cokerðres1Þ#KerðyÞ#H0ðZ;E0p1Þ=div
#Kerðres1Þ#CokerðyÞ#KerðiÞ
(we will see shortly that this ‘-invariant is the same as that of the
Introduction, so the notation at least makes sense).
Remark. The problem that faces us is to relate the Euler characteristic
and the term ‘pðEÞ to the classical invariants of E over the rationals. In
essence, we are looking for the Birch, Swinnerton–Dyer formulae within
the cohomology of E0p1 . The method follows identical lines to the
semistable case so we sketch the argument, indicating wherever there is a
divergence.
We now make two further assertions:
(iii)
Q2
i¼0 #H
iðZ;E0p1Þ
ð1Þiþ1
=div
#KerðfdivÞj½EðQÞ=tors : E
0ðZÞ=torsj
2
p

#IIIðE=QÞp1
Q
primes l #T=ZðZlÞ
#Ep1ðQÞ
2
;
(iv) The quantity ‘pðEÞ has the same p-adic order as
½EðQpÞ : N1EðQpÞ=#T=ZðZpÞ.
Claim (iii) actually follows from a global Euler characteristic
calculation of Schneider [Sn2] which works verbatim in the non-semistable
case (provided one substitutes McCallum’s dualities for Artin–Mazur
duality). Note thatT=Z denotes the group of connected components for the
N!eron model of E over Z, not OK, so on each fiber we find
#T=ZðZlÞ ¼ ½EðQlÞ : E0ðQlÞ.
Turning our attention to (iv) we start by examining the kernel of i. From
the exact sequence
E0p1ðZÞ!
j
E0p1ðZ fpgÞ ! H
1
pðZ;E
0
p1Þ ! H
1ðZ;E0p1Þ!
i
SQ ! 0
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#H 1pðZ;E
0
p1Þ
#CokerðjÞ
¼
#T=ZðZpÞ
½E0p1ðZ fpgÞ : E
0
p1ðZÞ
:
On the other hand
½E0p1ðZ fpgÞ : E
0
p1ðZÞ ¼
#E0p1ðOF1  fpgÞ
G
#H0ðZ;E0p1Þ
;
which coincides with
#E0p1ðOF1fpgÞG
#H0ðZ;E0p1Þ=div
by the finiteness of Ep1ðF1Þ, so
ultimately
#KerðiÞ ¼
#T=ZðZpÞ#H 0ðZ;E
0
p1Þ=div
#E0p1ðOF1  fpgÞG
:
At the risk of inflicting another commutative diagram on the reader, we can
compare the Selmer group over Q with the coinvariants of the Selmer group
over F1 viaFIG. 3. -
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homology sequence, and that of the right-hand column comes from taking
G-cohomology of 0!SF1 ! H
1ðOF1  fpg;E
0
p1Þ ! H
2
p ðOF1 ;E
0
p1Þ ! 0
(it is right-exact because we know that H 2ðOF1 ;E
0
p1Þ ¼ 0).
General nonsense shows that the cokernel of y is trivial, so applying the
Snake Lemma to Fig. 3 and computing orders we find
#Cokerðres1Þ #KerðyÞ
#Kerðres1Þ
¼
#KerðZÞ
#E0p1ðOF1  fpgÞG
¼
#KerðZÞ #KerðiÞ
#T=ZðZpÞ#H0ðZ;E
0
p1Þ=div
the second equality following from our calculation of the kernel of i. Lastly,
the kernel of Z is Pontrjagin dual to the lim Coker

EðF1;pÞ
Gp
m
! EðQpÞ

whose order is the index of the universal norms in the Qp-rational points of
E, so we can finally verify that ‘pðEÞ  ½EðQpÞ : N1EðQpÞ=#T=ZðZpÞ as
had been claimed in (iv).
We have almost finished the proof of Theorem (B). Observing that
the quantity ðlogpkðg0ÞÞ
rE #KerðgÞ
#CokerðgÞ is the leading term (modulo Z

p )
of the characteristic power series of ðSF1Þ
^ and SelðE=F1Þ
^, putting
(iii) and (iv) together yields
ArE 
½EðQpÞ : N1EðQpÞ
#T=ZðZpÞ

RegpðE=QÞ#IIIðE=QÞp1
Q
primes l #T=ZðZlÞ
#Ep1ðQÞ
2
so all that is left is to check that our definition of the ‘-invariant agrees with
that given in the Introduction.
By applying Tate’s local Euler characteristic formula we showed in [De]
that N1EðQpÞ had finite index in EðQpÞ, and moreover
½EðQpÞ : N1EðQpÞ ¼
#IðFpÞp1#ðred=Qpðmp1ÞEðQpÞÞp1 if ordp jE  0;
1 if ordp jE50;
(
where I=Fp is the reduction of E over Qpðmp1Þ and red=Qpðmp1Þ the
corresponding reduction map. As Knp  Qpðmp1Þ are both totally
ramified over Qp we could just as easily have taken the reduction
map red=Knp instead (the p-minimal Weierstrass equations are the same
over both fields). Note that the curve I is non-singular precisely when
ordp jE  0.
If E has potential multiplicative reduction at p then both definitions of
‘pðEÞ have the same p-adic order as jTamp;Qjp so we may assume that
ordp jE  0. Consequently, I has genus 1 and Hasse’s estimate for IðFpÞ
implies the inequality #IðFpÞ  ð1þ
ﬃﬃﬃ
p
p
Þ25p2 since p  3; it follows that
#IðFpÞp1 ¼ 1 or p.
DANIEL DELBOURGO70LetF denote the formal group of E over OKnp . Taking cohomology of the
short exact sequence
0!FðMKnp Þ ! EðKnp Þ !
red=Knp
IðFpÞ ! 0;
we know that IðFpÞ=red=Knp EðQpÞ injects into H
1ðKnp=Qp;FðMKnp ÞÞ. This
last group has trivial p-torsion since e ¼ ½Knp :Qp is prime to p, hence both
IðFpÞ and red=Qpðmp1ÞEðQpÞ share the same p-torsion subgroup. In
particular ½EðQpÞ : N1EðQpÞ ¼ ð#IðFpÞp1Þ
2 ¼ 1 or p2 so the ‘-invariants
coincide in the potentially good ordinary case too.
The proof is finished. &
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